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Dear Sir, 

Thanks for your order for Yearly Report for the year 2017. Instead of going into 

very general predictions, we will focus more towards the queries posed by you. 
 

We have gone through the Horoscopes in detail, prepared and give below our 

considered opinion.  

Here we want to underline that Astrology is meant for guidance about the nature 

of path, called Destiny, in the journey of Life. This path may be smooth, bumpy 

or full of potholes. But, you can always modify, moderate or accentuate the 

impact of this path on your journey of Life, by your Karma (actions), will power 

and astrological remedies. But, for amending this path, you should have the 

knowledge of the limit as well as direction, of the possible amendment in your 

path of Destiny, which is provided by the great science of Astrology.  

This report by AstroDevam.com will help you to understand the extent, 

directions and ways of modifying, moderating or accentuating the effects of 

path of Destiny on your journey of Life. 

Another aspect, which we want to stress here, is that what God wills can only be 

revealed and hence the entire process of astrological consultation is based on 

divine blessings. 

 

 

Your Horoscope 

We have gone through your horoscope, and first thing which attracts attention 

of a professional astrologer is that the Moon, governor of emotions and subtle 

energy in general is afflicted simultaneously by the two violent planets, Mars 

and Saturn. Since, Mars and Saturn, both represent totally distinct energies, 

their combined effect never results into anything positive.  



 

 

In your horoscope, Moon is lord of Seventh House, a house indicative of marital 

as well as other partnerships. 

This type of affliction to the Moon does not augur well for emotional well-being 

as well as your marital life. Furthermore, if you are in some business or 

profession, where your partners or colleagues may have a say, you will face a 

lot of difficulty in well coordination. 

However, extreme energy released by this combination may be utilised in a very 

constructive way, if you are in any job or profession, which require some out of 

box thinking; or action in the critical situations. 

Another key planet in your horoscope, Venus, which is simultaneously Lord of 

a Trine house, Fifth (House of creation, children and planning), and Lord of a 

Quadrant House, Tenth (House of growth, promotions etc.), is Karaka (cause) 

of Raja Yoga (Royal combination). Venus in your horoscope is not only 

retrograde, but also hemmed between Sun and Rahu, not a favourable situation 

at all, negatively affecting the potency of Raja Yoga (Royal combination). 

 

Above is clear indicative of frequent problems on the career front, coupled with 

differences with higher ups and seniors. 

 

Furthermore, Venus in any horoscope is significator of wife, as per Vedic 

Astrology, so this is also not good for your marital life, especially when Venus 

is posited in your horoscope in the Sixth House, house of debilitation as per 

natural zodiac. 

 

Having said above, placement of Saturn in the second house of your horoscope, 

house of wealth, source of earning, in its key zodiac sign, will continue to help 

you, in all thick and thin. 

 

 

 

The Year 2017 under Review 

 

Effect of Planetary Periods (Graha Dasas) 

At present, you are undergoing, Minor Period (Antar Dasa) of Lord Jupiter, 

under the Major Period (Maha Dasha) of Lord Rahu from August 13, 2014 to 



 

 

January 06, 2017. After January 06, 2017, Minor Period (Antar Dasa) of Lord 

Saturn will start, which will continue throughout the year. 

The period of Lord Saturn will be able to bring fresh changes in your life, most 

likely in favourable ways; as Rahu and Saturn are placed in trine to each other. 

Moreover, Saturn is not only your Ascendant Lord, but is also placed in a very 

favourable way, with a lot of strength. Placement of Rahu in the sixth house is 

also considered a very potent placement. 

Combined effect of these two planets will cause a lot of changes in your career 

as well as your personal life. New opportunities on the job front will galore. If 

some career opportunity comes before you, in which, an eligible candidate is to 

be selected out a few persons, you will have quite fair chances of being selected. 

So, you should try your best to enter into such type of career chances, where a 

particular person is to be selected out of a few persons.  

This planetary period may also cause you to get involved in some legal process 

as well as infection related diseases. Take care of your eyes, suddenly, number 

of your spectacles may change, or you may require wearing spectacles, if not 

wearing till date. 

 

Effect of Transit of Saturn 

In this year, Saturn will be transiting over the Fifth house from Natal 

Moon and Twelfth House from Lagna (Ascendant) for the period 26 Jan 

2017 to 21 Jun 2017 and later from 26 Oct 2017 to the end of year.  

The journey of Saturn into the fifth house from the Moon sign brings emotional 

breaks. This period sees you getting involved in unwise activities, serious 

quarrels and with arguments your relatives as well as with others.  

There is fair possibility that you may get involved in litigation with your family, 

and you may find it difficult to get along with people of the opposite sex, 

especially your wife.  

Avoid reckless behaviour as this may cause loss of status in society. Exercise 

financial caution during this time. Work also needs proper handling. Be careful 

of losses in your profession and choose career options wisely, as there is strong 

possibility that you may change your stream of career in this period. However, 



 

 

if you choose your career options wisely, especially at far off places in the 

alien environments, you will rise like anything.  

You may not be satisfied with investments in stocks and shares during this time. 

Pay proper attention to the health of all your family, including yourself.  

If you have children, do not ignore any of your children's health complaints, as 

they may become life threatening later on. Also, your spouse may fall ill if 

health related issues are neglected. Most of you are likely to feel anxious and 

mentally unstable. If married, you may develop aversion towards your spouse. 

Maintaining happiness and comfort at home requires extra effort at this time. 

In this year, Saturn will be transiting over the Fourth house from Natal 

Moon and Eleventh House from Lagna (Ascendant) for the period 21 Jun 

2017 to 26 Oct 2017. 

Suddenly, you will feel that period of 2016 has come back along with a lot 

disputes and differences in your domestic environment. Saturn in the fourth 

house from your Moon sign brings an uneasy time. You may develop a lack of 

enthusiasm when it comes to your work or profession, and suddenly will start to 

thinking of a change in your profession.  

You may even start disliking your job and may face the wrath of your boss or a 

higher authority. You are likely to be transferred to another place of work 

during this period. Socially this may not be a good time for you. Make efforts to 

maintain popularity in your social circle. Avoid any activity that might cause 

you humiliation. Health matters require your focused attention. You may also 

experience anguish, fear, mental confusion and anxiety during this time. There 

may be a death in the family. Avoid getting involved in any kind of unpleasant 

situation with your relatives and near and dear ones. This period may see you 

creating enemies within your immediate family or with relatives. Beware of 

hidden enemies during this time. On the other hand, some of you may expect 

childbirth in your family.  

 

Effect of Transit of Jupiter 

This year Jupiter will be moving Ninth House from the Lagna/ Ascendant 

and Second house from Natal Moon up to 12 Sep 2017.   



 

 

This mostly indicates going to foreign places or far off places due to career or 

professional purposes. New Career avenues may arise, requiring you to choose 

your options carefully. This could be a rewarding phase for you where you are 

likely to add on to your present financial earnings, gain profit in trade, 

agriculture and also spend happily on charity.  

This period may also see you investing in landed property or real estate and 

would help you repay your debts if any. On the home front, this should be a 

phase for starting new relationships and ending old ones. 

Just ensure that your domestic issues do not become legal one. However, you 

would gain over your enemies during this time.  

This year Jupiter will be moving Tenth House from the Lagna/ Ascendant 

and Third house from Natal Moon from 12 Sep 2017 to the year end.   

This brings in indisposition along with some other hurdles into your life. At 

work, you may have to be cautious enough to keep your position or rank. All 

will depend on your attitude towards your job and profession. If you are 

concentrating on career front and remain focused towards it, you will succeed 

and get growth and promotion; otherwise, you may have to face the opposition 

of your employer or your colleagues during this time. So, avoid disorientations 

and distractions during this period, 

On the personal front, you may be involved with some new lady and new 

relationship may crop up.  

 

Your Queries: 

1. Job and Career? 

Based on analysis given above, you should expect complete 

transformation in your career. You should try to explore career options 

and avenues in some foreign country, where you will get all type of 

satisfactions. 

We will discuss remedies at the end of our opinion in totality. 

 

2. Marital and Personal Life? 



 

 

AstroDevam is unable to foresee anything positive in this direction. We 

are of the view that if not handles properly the relation with your wife 

may take legal course; and ultimately it may result into divorce. 

We will discuss remedies at the end of our opinion in totality. 

 

Our recommendations 

Implement following recommendations, keep your calm, and do not get 

perturbed with the hurdles. You will certainly get relief coupled with Love, 

Peace and Harmony: 

1. Wear good quality ‘Firoja’, Emerald and Opal in ring or pendant, after 

being energized in authentic manner. These gemstones will help you a lot. 

2. You may also wear energized Astro Vedic Dwi Mukhi (Two Face) 

Rudraksha and Astro Vedic Four Face Rudraksha. These two Rudrakshas 

will improve your interpersonal skills in your profession as well as 

domestic environment. 

3. Our distant energy scanner experts have suggested some Vastu Energy 

defects in your house. See that you do not have WC, water accumulation or 

something very dirty in your house on the North East to South West axis of 

your house. Direction is to be checked from the centre of the house. You 

may consider checking Vastu of your house from us. 

4. In case of excessive, negative thought pattern, you may contemplate to 

wear a Sphatik Mala (Crystal Rosary).  

5. Install Rahu Yantra in the South West direction of your house. You may 

also place Nariyal Monkey in the South West direction. 

6. Use green colours in your surroundings as much as possible; and avoid red 

colour in excess throughout the year 2017. 

7. You may also install Shani Shankh and Siyar Singhi at your pooja/ worship 

place. 

In case of any query or confusion, we are just a mail away.  

 

Astro-Logically Yours, 

Astro Devam Team 

 

 

https://astrodevam.com/gemstones-birthstone/feroza-turquoise.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/gemstones-ratna-birthstone/emerald.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/gemstones-ratna-birthstone/opal.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/rudraksha-rudraksh/do-mukhi-two-face-rudraksha.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/rudraksha-rudraksh/do-mukhi-two-face-rudraksha.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/rudraksha-rudraksh/chaturmukhi-four-faces-rudraksha.html
http://astrodevam.com/vastu-vaastu-vasthu-vaasthu.html
https://astrodevam.com/rosary-mala/sphatik-crystal
https://astrodevam.com/yantra-products/rahu-yantra-vastu.html
https://astrodevam.com/nariyal-monkey-dinm-001.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/tantra-products/kachchap-shani-shankh-conch.html
https://astrodevam.com/siyar-singhi-tantratass-001.html


 

 

*In the past, many websites, run by business houses and pseudo astrologers, have copied our 

reports, without understanding their inherent meaning. Wherever and whenever found, we 

have already initiated and continue to initiate legal action against many of them, as this 

practice not only violets our Intellectual Property Rights, but it is also against the interest of 

the persons, to whom, these fraudulent websites forward counterfeit reports prepared on the 

basis of our reports. Despite of threat of legal action by us, they continue to copy our reports. 

So, we had no option, but to blur some sections of our prized reports, especially the section 

pertaining to Remedies. The highly effective remedies, which are suggested by us in our 

reports, are result of years of deep research by the AstroDevam team of Astrologers, under 

the guidance Achary Kalki Krishnan, and we would not like to them being misused in the 

hands of these money minded fraudsters. 


